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ABSTRACT

Predicting the behavior of ion channel proteins is importantfor understandingbiological effects of drugs
and toxins. These problems involve steady statetransportof ions through very small (l-2 atoms wide)
pores. FY99 LDRD funding was used to begin investigations of ion channel proteins using a molecular
theory approach. Much of our efforts involved establishingthe soundness of the approach by direct
comparison with grand canonical molecular dynamics simulationsof simple model systems. In addition,
several ldlmensional ion channel models have been implemented to demonstratethe viability of the
approach, The seed funding provided by thisLDRD grantresulted in 50K of DOWOBER funds for
FY99, an invitation to submit a full length 0(500K) proposal for consideration to DOWOBER, and starta
larger LDRD effort in computationalbiophysics beginning in FYOO.
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L INTRODUCTION

Ionic channels are protein molecules found in cell membranesthat conduct ions (like Na+, K+, Ca++,

Cl-) into the cell through a naxrowtunnel of fixed chmge formed by the amino acid residuesof the protein

(see Fig.1). The cell membrane is otherwise quite impermeable to natural substancesand so chwmels are

gatekeepersfor cells, responsiblefor sigmling in the nervous system, coordination of musclecontraction, and

transport in all tissues. ,

Channels are obvious targets for drugs, disease, and toxic agents. In fact, many of the agents used

in clinical medicine act directly or indirectly through channels. The current that flows through the open

channel can be measured using integrating picoarnmeterswith reconstitution and patch clamp techniques.

These measurementsof current are highly reproducible. -

Whiie currents can be measured, a predictive capabtity is needed to anticipate the effects of changing

the properties of the protein (via drugs or toxins) on the current. This predictive capabtity will ultimately

require an“atomistic 3-dimensionalrepresentationof the protein along with a molecular treatment of the

components of the electrolyte solution.

Predicting the current flow through channelsrequires a molecular theory. A 1- dimensional(ID) theory

(called PNP for Poisson-Nernst-Plsnck) has already been developed (R.S. E~enberg and coworkers,Rush

Medical Center) and applied to a variety of channels. In this theory, the flux is calculatedthrough a channel

with known electrochemical driving forces for many possible surface charge distributions,P(x). The P(x)

which best fits experimental data is then identified. Using this P(x), current-voltagecurves are generated

by repeating the calculations with varying driving forces.

While the lD PNP theory reproducesthe current-voltagecurvesfor channels,thereareseveralfundamental

assumptionsthat must be overcome if the molecularmechanismsthat control ion flow through the channels

are to be elucidated. Specifkally, as structures become available, surface charges should be input to the

theory rather than output from a fit to experiments. In addition, averaging over the sngular and radial

dimensions of the chzmnelto get a fixed chmged distribution should be removed and a complete three

dimensionalcomputational approach should be implemented. Finally, the difFusioncoefficients should be

obtained from rnolecukwtheory or molecular dynamics simulations.

Our LDRD funding was centered on extending the molecukw theory (density functional theory - DFT)

capabilitiesthat have been developed at Sandia National Laboratories to treat ion channels. While a clear

project plan is in place to fully achievethis goal by the end of FYOO,our work in FY99 centeredon laying the

necessarygroundwork to prove the validity of the calcualtions. Specifically,we used grand canonical molec-

ular dynamics calculationsto rigorouslytest the hypothesis that the DFT can be solved under conditions of

steady-statetransport. (see section II). We also implementedthe necessarypieces (e.g. the electro-diffusion

equation, and data structuresnecessaryfor treating the surfaces as a set of atomic coordinates to be taken

horn the protein data bank. In addition we performed a variety of calculationsto test these algorit@ns on

both lD and 3D ion channelprotein models. Some of these calculations are outlined in section III.

Finally we note that this seed funding prompted DOE/OBER to provide 50K of support in FY99 for this

project. In addition, we have been invited to submit a full proposal to DOE/OBER under notice 99-19.
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Unfortunately this call was canceled; however, we are anticipating a r-release of the call in early FYOO,

and will pursue a full proposal at that time. The calculationsperformed here, along with some work on

interactionsof analogs for biological macromoleculeswill form an important foundation for our responseto

the DOE/OBER call as well as NIH calls for computational biophysics.

II. TRANSPORT-DFT

A. Introduction

Molecular scale -Ion plays an important role in a wide variety of systemsincluding polymer degrada-

tion, catalysis,membraneseparations,and ion transport through biological membrames.In all of these cases,

understanding di.iYusiveprocesses on a molecular scale will provide the ability to engineerthese systemsas

desired.

The primary computational approaches that have been applied to molecular diffusion are molecular dy-

namics (MD) simulation [1,3–5,2]snd tramition state theory (TST) [6,7]. TST has been most often applied

to rare event difhsion where the diffusing species is dilute, and the potential ener~ barriersbetween dif-

ferent states are high. A few recent efforts are focusing on the calculation of diffusive free energy barriers

in the presenceof a solution or multiple diffusingparticles [8]. MD approachesinclude both linearresponse

theory as coupled with equilibriumMD calculations [1,2],and non-equilibriummoleculardynamics (NEMD)

methods [9]. MD has been appliedto a wide range of diflixion problemsincludingdiflusionin zeolites [10,11],

amorphous membranes [4,12],nanoporous carbon materials [13], and polymers [14,15].

The particularNEMD method we have applied is grand canonicalmolecular dynamics (GCMD) [3-5,16].

In GCMD, an overall chemicalpotential drivingforce is maintinedand particleflux is measured. A transport

law with some assumedfunctional form is then used to estimatediffusion coefficients. Ty@cally Fkk’s law

[3,5,11,16,17],

J. = –DaVpa, . (1)

is applied where J is the flux of species a, D is the diffusioncoefficient, and p is a number density.

While GCMD provides an exact computer experimentfor studyingdiffusion,the calculations(as with most

molecular simulations)are quite expensive to perform. It is therefore desireableto develop complementary

approaches for steady state non-equilibrium systems that are based on molecular theories. In this paper

we present the results of coupling a nonlocal density functional theory (DFT) to a transport equation, and

solving the system of equations under steady state conditions.

In section 11.B,the trzmsport-DFT approach is presented,in section 11.C, DFT and GCMD calculations

are compared for a variety of model systems, and in section IV a summary of our conclusions is presented.

In general, good agreement is found between transport-DFT and GCMD approaches; however, transport-

DFT calculationsare 0(105) times faster than the GCMD calculations. Therefore, this new transport-DFT

approach provides a powerful addition to the tools availablefor studying molecular steady state transport.
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B. Model and Theory

For the GCMD calculationspresentedhere, the underlying molecularmodel describingfluid-fluidinterac-

tions is the Weeks-Chandler-Anderson(WCA) fluid which is based on a cut and shifted 12-6 Lemard-Jones

(LJ) potential [18], u(r)= ~LJ(~) – ~LJ(~.), where

W(r) = 4~ [(;)’2 - (:)’] , (2)

u is the dkuneter of the solvent molecule, e is the energy parameter controlling the strength of fluid-fluid

interactions,and r= is the cutoff distance for the potential. For a WCA fluid, the LJ potential is reduced to

only the repukive part of the LJ potential since the cut-off is taken at the potential miniium, rC/a % 1.122.

DFT approaches are generally based on the assumption of chemical equilibrium,and a free energy func-

tional, $2is minimized with respect to the density distribution,p(r) at constant chemical potential, p. We

relax this condition, and assume instead that steady state is equivalentto a condition of Zoculequilibrium

where the chemicalpotential varies spatially. lkIthis case, the energy minimizationwe perform is

(–)m

‘P(r)p(r),T
=o. (3)

Fluid density distributions in the cases considered here are inhomogeneous spatially due to nonuniform

boundary conditions. In the cases discussed in section 11.C.4, external fields lead to more pronounced

inhomogeneitiesin the fluid. Thus, the grand canonial free energy is

where the sum is taken over all the species in the system, V ‘Zt is the external field (zero in all casesexcept

section 11.C.4), the ideal and excess hard sphere free energy contributions are
“

Fid = kT~ ] ok pa(r) {In (A3pa(r)) – 1}, (5)
a

and

respectively,A is the de Broglie wavelength, @ is the free energy density of the hard spherefluid, and P7 are

nonlocal densities. In calculating the hard sphere contribution, we have applied the nonlocal formulationof

Rosenfeld that is detailed in the appendix [19].

The functional minimizationof Eq.3 produces the Euler-Lagrangeequations

J aq~(’Y)(Ir – r’1)+ V,ztk(r) = kThp.(r) + o%’ ~ —apT
7

(7)

which can be solved at each point in the domain for the steady state density distributions, pa(r) for a given

k-+).

We are interestedin steady state diffusionwhere p(r)

difilon equation. Steady state is deilned by a time

divergence-freecondition on the total flux,

is not known a priori, but rather satisfiesa known

independent mass balance consisting only of the
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V. J=O. (8)

The total flux may be attributed to a variety of physical effects as is discussed in detail by Mason and

Lonsdale [20] in the context of membranetransport. For diffusionin binary solutionsin the absence of both

a membraneand pressuregradients,the two transport equations are

-&(ul – U2) “ –*VP]

and

-&l, - UJ = –&@2

(9)

(lo)

where u is the particle velocity, and p = PI + pz. b this paper, we further simplii our discussion by

consideringprimarily color difEusion(with the exception of section ILC.2). In color diffusion,all the particles

are identical in size and interactions,they difler only by the speciesnumber (or color) they are assigned. In

this case, Dzl = Dlz = Dll = I& = D, and we assumethat the diiilhsioncoefficient is spatially invariant

in solving the transport-DFT problem.

Any center of mass motion in the system, JCM is deiined by

JCM = J1 + J2 = plU1 + p2U2 (11)

amdcombtig Eqs.11 with 9 or 10 it is straightforwardto show that the flux may be defined as

J.= –DpaVp. + ~pa (12)

where 6 is the mean particle velocity in the fluid. Note that the diffusive contribution to the flux is not

Fick’s law (Eq.1).

The chemicalpotential of a given speciescan be written as a sum of ideal, excesshard sphere, and external

field contributions,

P = ~id + ph. + Vezt, (13)

as shown in Eq.7. If Vezt = O, and there are no nonideal contributions to the flux, (e.g. Phs = O or

VPh$ = O), then only the ideal contribution (VP~d= kZ’Vp/p) is present, and Fick’s law

J. = -DVpa, (14)

is recovered.

The two contributions to the flux in Eq.12 are clifhkve and convective fluxes respectively.The convective

term is written in terms of a meamvelocity implying that we are considering cases of plug flow where the

velocity field is homogeneous. For more complex flows, velocity distributionsmust be solved simultaneously

with the transport-DFT describedhere. Such calculationshave been previouslyperformed (without dif?hsive

transport) for cases of Couette flow and Poiseuilleflow [21].

In the following sections we test the transport-DFT approach outlined above by explicit comparison with

GCMD simulationsin a variety of situations. We discussthe magnitude and type of errorsthat can develop

when FMs’s law (Eq.14) is used to analyze data from GCMD simulations.We also show that the transport-

DFT approach can be applied in caseswhere pressuregradientsand extermd fields are present.
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FIG. 1. A sketchof the computationaldomainfor GCMDsimulations.Periodicboundaryconditionsare applied
in alldimensions,and chemicalpotentialcontrolis maintainedin the two controlvolumesin the shadedregions.

c. Results

In this section, we will compare GCMD calculationsto the predictions of the steady-state DFT described

above. We begin with a brief descriptionof the GCMD method.

In GCMD calculations, the simulationvolume is split into two control volumes and two diffusion zones

as sketched in Flg.1 One of the diflusion zonea is split between the ends of the box (in the x-direction)

where there are periodic boundary conditions. The total system size for calculations presented here is

60(7X 10c X 10u.

The GCMD calculations were done on the massivelyparallel ASCI-Red Tflops computer (composed of

200 MHz Pentium Processors) at Sandia National Laboratories using the parallel code LADERA. The

LADERA code is parallelizedusing a spatial decomposition, aad has been discussed elsewhere[14,22]. All

the calculations presentedhere were performed on 48 processorswith each processor owning a cube that is

5a on edge (ie. the processorshave a spatialdecomposition of 12 x 2 x 2). Every processor that owns pieces

of the control volumes split their volumes into eight sub-domains. One insertion/deletion cycle involves an

attempted insertionor deletion in each of the eight subdomainson all of the processors. Hence for the chosen

geometry and processor array,one gumd-canonical (GC) cycle is composed of 128 insertions/deletionstotal

[23].

The geometry in Fig.1 allows for variations in the equilibrium properties (e.g. < p >) only in the Z-

direction. Therefore the DFT calculationsme reduced to solving for density and chemicalpotential profiles

in only one dimension (lD). Our numericalsolution (discussedelsewherein the context of equilibrium 2D

and 3D problems [24,25]) combmes a collocation approachto the Euler-Lagrangeequationswith a Gaderkin

iixite element approach for the transport equation. Linear basis functions were used for the discretization,

and a fully coupled Newton method was used to solve for the steady-state solution. The DFT calculations

were run in serialon a 433 MHz DEC Alpha workstation.

1. ColoI- Counter-Di~ion

We begin with color counter-diffusionwhere there are two specieswith identical properties. Each particle

ialabeled (or colored) by its assignedspeciesnumber (1,2). To setup equal counter-*ion, we set p: = ~R

and pi = P: where the superscriptsR and L refer to the fight and lefi control VOIIUIWZrespectively.

The case of color dtision is unique in that Eq.14 and Eq.12 m-eidentical regardlessof the fluid density.

This result stems horn the fact that 0 = O and the total density is constant everphere in the simulation

7
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volume. As a result, v/Lhs = O,and only the ideal term contributes to the flux.

We consideredtwo casesof color diffusion. Both are WCA fluids with a temperatureof kT/e = 1, but the

two caseshave differenttotal densities. The chemicalpotential set points in the control volumes for the first

case were pf/kT = 1.54 and pi/ kT = 2.34, whale they were pf/kT = 3.0 and p2/kT = 6.0 for the second

case.

The GCMD simulationswere composed of 100,000MD time-stepsfor equilibration and 400,000MD time-

steps for accumulating averages. The time increment for the integration of Newton’s equations of motion

was At = 0.01, and 10 GC cycles were attempted at every 10th MD time-step. The total run time on the

parallel computer was approximately 3 hours. For comparison, the DFT results converged in less thm 10

Newton iterationsin about 5 seconds on a workstation.

F@res 2 and 3 compare GCMD and transport-DFT density and chemical potential proiiles for the two

casesdescribedabove. The boundary conditions on the DFT calculationswere chosento match the densities

observed in control volumes of the GCMD calculations (–15 < z/a < –10 and 10 < x/a < 15). The

chemical potentials from DFT calculations do not match GCMD set points, but rather are shifted down in

both cases. This shift arisesbecause the DFT assume-sthe WCA fluid can be treated as a hard spherefluid,

and because the equation of state (Percus-Yevik) is not exact. Consideringthe diffusionzone in each case, it

is apparant that DFT predictions of the density profiles and chemical potential gradient profles reproduce

GCMD simulationsvery well.

The successof the transport-DFT in reproducing p(z) and VP(Z) is signiilcantbecause it demonstrates

that the DFT and GCMD approacheswill yield consistentflux predictions. Thus if one wantsto predict the

variation of the flux through a range of parameters,it is possible to perform only a few GCMD calculations

to establishthe bounds for the difihsion coefficient. DFT calculations may then be performed to determine

the flux through a wider range of system parameters.

To illustratethe equivalenceof Eq.12 and Eq.14 for color counter diffusion,Fig.4 comparesGCMD @p/dx

and dp/dz proi31esto the DFT prediction of pdp/dx. The GCMD estimatesof dp/dx werefound both from an

overallfit to the densityprofile, and by applying centralfinite differences(CFD) performed on la increments

of the p(z) data. The GCMD estimatesof pdp/dx are based on CFDSperfomed on la incrementsof smoothed

chemical potential profiles.

All the estimatesof J/D in Fig.4 are consistent with one another, but the GCMD/CFD estimationsof

pdp/& and dp/dx have the largest uncertaintiesdue to statisticalnoise in the data. Therefore, the highest

presicion GCMD estimatesof diifusion coefficient come from taking the overall slope of the density profile,

and applying Pick’s law. However, as we will show in the following sections there are many cases where

either the nonideal contributions to the chemical potential will contribute to the flux (section 11.C.2) or

where external fields will cause the density proille to have a complex structure (section II.C.4). These cases

will make application of Fk.k’s law diflicult.
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Species dp/clx pdp/dx % di.fk.rence
1 -0.0015 -0.0012 25%
2 -0.00044 0.00067 166%
3 0.0013 0.0021 38%

TABLE I. A comparison of proposed driving forces for transport for each of the three species in the transport-DFT
calculations of the ternary system detailed in Fig.5.

2. UphillDiffusion

One case where Fickiau diilusion is cleaxly incorrect may be found in studies of uphill diflusion. It has

been observed in GCMD studies of ternary systems,that chemicalpotential and density gradients can have

slopes with opposite sign [17]. In these cases, the measuredparticle flux always goes in the direction of

decreasing chemical potential. So from a Fickian point of reference, the di.ffwion appears to be uphill.

Severalexperimental observationsof uphill diffusionhave been reported as well [26,27].

In this section we consider application of the transport-DFT approach to non-ideal ternary systems. We

assumethat there is no centerof massmotion in this system. We furtherassumethat the transport law given

in Eq.12 is valid for this ternary system. This formulation of the flux may not be optimal for the non-ideal

ternarysystemsdiscussedhere. However,for the purposesof this discussionwe only seekto demonstratethat

nonideal behaviors such as uphill diflixion can be found using the transport-DFT approach, and estimate

how such nonidealitiesmay affect estimatesof the driving force.

Both the mixing rulesfor interactiondiameters,uij and our control volume densitieswere chosen based on

previous GCMD studies of uphill dif3iAon [17]. More specificallythe interaction diameterswere, aij = a~

where k = Min(i, j). In the particular case we present here, the matrix of interaction diameterswas

Lq Crz 03

()

q Lo 1.0 1.0

clz Lo 1.3 1.3 “ (15)

t73 1.0 1.3 1.5

Transport-DFT results in Fig.5 show similarbehavior as was observed in GC!MDsimulations [17] where

the slope of the density and chemical potential proilles of component 2 have opposite sign. This uphill

diffusion result shows that the transport-DFT approach may be useful in analyzing transport in complex

multicomponent mixtures as well aa the simplebinary systemsof the previous section.

The nonidealitiesin these mixtures lead to nonzero contributionsto the flux from VPh~. The result is that

the density proiiles are not linear. Thus, a local application of Fick’s law would predict a spatially varying

diil?usioncoefficient while a more global analysis based on the overall slope between the control volumes

would not have the preckion of the color counter diff@on case in Fig.4.

Table I details the di.flerencebetween pVp and the global approach to Vp based on the results in Fig.5.

The nonidealities in the system now contribute to a 20-40% difference between these two estimations of

diffushe driving forces even for components 1 and 3 where downhill =Ion is observed.
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3. Pressure Driven Dij%sion

We now turn to cases where convective transport occurs simultaneouslywith -lve transport, and we

begin with pressuredriven dii3iMon. Once again binary color mixtures are used for the calculations.

GCMD calculationswere performed by setting the chemical potential of both species in the left control

volume to pf/kT = ~L/kT = 3.0 and the chemical potential of species 1 in the right control volume to

I&= 2.0. The chemi~ potenti~ of species2 ti the right control volume varied from ~R/kT = 4 (case A) to

~R/kT = 3.5 (case B), to ~R/kT = 3 (case C). In case A, the pressurein the right control volume is higher

than the left; in case C, the pressureimbalance is reversed;and in case B, there is almost no pressuredrop.

100,000MD tim+steps were performed for equilibriation,and 600,000MD tim~steps were used for accu-

mulating averages. The time incrementfor the integration of Newton’s equations of motion was At = 0.01,

and 20 GC cycles were attempted at every 5th MD time-step. The total run time per solution was approxi-

mately 14 hours.
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Equilibration of GCMD profiles is more diflicult in these cases than the previous color -Ion example

due to the particle acceleration that accompaniesthe pressuregradient. Steady-state is achievedas a result

of the effective friction in the control volumesthat arisesfrom the insertionsand deletionsof particles. These

particle insertionsare accompanied by velocity rzmdomizationthat provides the needed fiction.

Figures 6 and 7 show the density and chemicalpotential profilesfrom GCMD and tramport-DFT calcu-

lations where both difhxive and convective terms are included in DFT calculations For comparison, DFT

calculationswithout the convective flux term are also included in the figures. Inclusionof the center of mass

motion (or convective terms) is crucial to reproducing GCMD resultswith the tramport-DFT approach.

The small discontiuitiesin p(z) in the GCMD calculations, seen at z/a = 10 in Fig.7A and x/a = –10

in Flg.7C show that the pressuredrop, and thereforethe acceleration,occur ahnost instantaneouslyand not

over the whole domain. This featurejustifies the use of a constantvelocity convective flux, and is supported

by the excellent agreementwith transport-DFT calculations.

J. External Fiela3

Finally we consider transport of the binary tagged by color particles in the presence of external fields.

This is a particularly important case since transport through any porous media involves an external field

composed of the interactions of the fluid particles with the porous media. We consider an external field

representativeof a simple porous membranewith the form Vezt = v(IzI) – v(]zlmt) when 1x1> Izlminand

Ve’t –– ‘U(lZl*~~)– v(kzIcut) when 14 S lzl~i~ where

W’=w[;(f$’-(&)3], (16)

lzl~~t = 2.5u, and lz]~i~ is the distance where the potential is a minimum.

We consider two cases. In the iirst, e~f /e = &f/e = LO so both species (cr,@) are equally attracted to a

potential energy well at Izl = O. In the second case, e:f/e = 1.0 and ~f/e = –1.0. In this case species@

must overcome a potential energy barrier that inhibits its transport. In the iirst case, the symmetricnature

of the problem leads once again to zero net motion of the center of mass of the system, while in the second

case, species a cambe expected to dominate the tranport creating a net center of mass motion.

Figure 8 shows density and chemical potential profilesrespectivelyfor the case where both species.expe-

rience the same external field. Only one species is shown in 8A for clarity of presentation. As expected,

adsorption is observed in the center region due to the external field, and density oscillationsare due to the

solvent packing constraints. Clearly application of Fick’s law in the vicinity of these density oscillations

cannot yield sensibleresults.

The chemicalpotential profilesin Fig.8B appearto be very similarto those in Fig.lB. However,transport-

DFT calculationswere based on Eq.12 so the density oscillationsin Fig.8A must be balanced by oscillations

in Vp. In fact, when VP(Z) is plotted (see Fig.9) the oscillationsare apparant. The statisticalnoise on the

GCMD calculations will likely prevent accurate computation of Vp in many caseswhere external fields are

present. Thus, in some cases it may be useful to combme the transport-DFT and GCMD approaches for

13
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an estimation of diffusion coefficient. The DFT provides an estimateof the driving force while the GCMD

provides a measureof the flux. Together a prediction of dif3usioncoefficientcan be obtained.

When the externalfield is attractive to one speciesand repulshe to the other, both di.fFuAveand convective

tramport are important. In transport-DFT calculations,the ratio, 5/D was adjusted for the best match of

GCMD and DFT calculations. Fig.10 shows density md chemicalpotential profilesfor our example of this

situation. The density of the one adsorbed species in the center region is now significzmtlyhigher than it

was even in Fig.8A. The other species shows signii5cs.ntexclusion horn the central region. Again, there is

good agreementbetween GCMD and transport-DFT calculationsof both P(Z) and VP(Z).

The excellent agreementbetween transport-DFT ad GCMD calculationsfor the cases in this section are

particularly remarkableas trausport-DFT calculationsare based on spatiallyinvariantdiflusioncoefficients.

Calculations of diffusion through pores have shown that surface effects can alter (usually decrease) the

magnitude of the Hlon coefficient [28]. Clealy, the applicationof the transport-DFT approach to porous

systemstil require a more thorough investigation.

5. Diflusion Coefficients

Finally, we present calculations of diffuAon coefficients that combme flux measurementshorn GCMD

simulationswith driving forces ilom transport-DFT. Results for the cases that were presented in Figs.1,

8, and 10 axe shown in Table II. These cases all have the same overall chemical potential driving forces,

but the fluid particles experience very different external fieldsin the dii?kion zone. The predicted diffusion

coefficient is found to be constant within the errors associatedwith flux meamrmentsamong all the cases.
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Fignre Ja JB Da
1

DB
-0.0024 0.0025 0.28

8
0.29

-0.0026 0.0024
10

0.30
-0.0054

0.28
-0.00016 0.30 0.27

TABLE II. A comparison of diffusion coefficients for several of the cases investigated in this paper (as indicated
by the figure number).
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111.ION CHANNEL MODELS

In addition to the detailed analysisof the tramsport-DFTapproach discussedin the previous section for

simplemixutres, we have also implementeda variety of computationalmodels for ion channelproteins. They

include l-dimensional radially averaged models, 3-dimensional conical channel models, and 3D atomistic

channel models. The latter are based on atomic coordinates from the Protein Data Bank. Prediction of ion

channel currentsis currentlyunderwayand will continuewith a new 3-year LDRD effort beginning in FYOO.

In this section, we give a brief descriptionof our models and presentsome characteristicresults.

A. ID Ion Channel Models

The firstmodels we implementedwere l-dimensional ion channelmodels. These models have the advantage

of requiring very little computational effort for the solution. The simplest ID model assumesthe density

is uniform perpendicular to the long axis of an ion channel protein, and treats the protein as an external

field of fied charges that interacts with the difFusiigfluid (ions and solvent) molecules. The adjustable

parameters in this ID model include the total charge on the protein and the distance over which this bed

charge is found.

Examplesof densityand electrostaticpotential proiilesfor three casesareshownin Fig.11. The counterions

(ions with opposite charge as the protein) show adsorption in the centralpore region while the coions (ions

with samechargeas the protein) showresorption in the centralregion. The first case (solid lines) corresponds

to a case of fixed dimensionlesscharge q/e = 0.1 over a range Z/a =4, the second case (dashed lines) has

q/e = 0.3 and l/u =4, and the third case (dotted lines) has q/e = 0.3 snd l/cr = 1.

The data in Fig.11 shows the sensitivity of the density ad electrostatic potential distributions to the

properties of the underlying protein. However, in addition to the details of the distributions, the variable

that can be used to compare againstexperimentalmeasurementsis the total currentthrough the ion channel

as a function of the applied voltage. Prediction of currents ultimately requires difliMon coefficients in

addition to the distributions shown above. Diffusion coefficients can be found either from experimentsor

GCMD calculations as wss discussedin detail in section II.

In Fig.12, we show how the current in the lD ion channelmodel can vary as a function of the charge on

the protein and as a function of the type of electrolyte difFusiigthrough the protein. While a 1:1 electrolyte

is composed of a counterion and coion each with valence 1, a 2:1 electrolyte has a counterion with valence

2.

B. 3D Ion Channel Models

These models have simplifiedgeometriesto representthe ion channel proteins, but zweused for a full 3-

dimensionalsolve of the transport-DFT equations. In Figure 13-16 we show examples of the number density “

distributions and electrostaticpotential distribution in a model conical ion channel protein.

The conical model has entrance and exit regions that are conical in shape, and a selectivity filter region
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FIG. 13. The density distribution for the neutral solvent in the 3D conical ion channel protein calculation.

that is a cylinder. Only the cylindrical region is charged. The units in the figures me based on the size of

the fluid particles, o-,and a % 0.425nm. Only the fluid regionsare shownin the figures,the protein has been

blanked out to emphasizethe complexity in fluid structure that develops.

In all of the 3D conical ion channel density distributionsshown here, there is substantialstructure in all

components of the fluid as a function of position. The structure is due both to fluid confinement as well

adsorption of counterions (and depletion of co-ions) in the selectivity titer region. Futurework will include

calculatingcurrent-voltagediagramsfor these 3D models, and determiningg the importance of fluid structure

in affecting the current-voltageresponse of the protein/electrolyte systems.

In addition to the 3D conical models, we have implementedthe ability to representthe ion channelprotein

in an atomistic form. In this case, we read in the atom positions along with their properties (net charge and

size). This data can be found in a variety of data banks including the protein data bank. Calculatingthe

current-voltage response of the atomisic ion channel models is a topic of our current research effort. The

first resultsfrom this effort are expected in FYOO.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have investigated a novel approach to studying molecular steady-state transport for

ion ckmnel protein systems. This approach couples a molecular theory, DFT, with a diffusive (and in some

cases convective) tramport law in order to predict density and chemical potential gradients in nonequilibrium

steady-state systems for several simple mixtures.

The results of transport-DFT calculations were compared explicitly with gr~d canonical molecular dy-
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FIG. 14. The co-ion distribution for the co-ions in the 3D conical ion channel protein calculation.

FIG. 15. The density distribution for the counter-ions in the 3D conical ion channel protein calculation.
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FIG. 16. The electrostatic potential distribution in the 3D conical ion channel protein calculation.

namics simulations(GCMD) for a variety of systems. We found that the two methods were in agreement

for predictions of both chemical potential and density proties given the assumption of a spatially invariant

diffusion coefficient provided that the center of mass motion of the system was known. Thus given a diffu-

sion coefficient, both methods will yield the same flux. In order to compute the flux as a function of system

parameters efficiently, only a few GCMD calculations are needed to determine the bounds on diflusion coef-

ficients. The transport-DFT approach may then be used for exploring a complete range of the parameters

of interest.

The agreement we found was based on the application of a local transport law. The diffusion contribution

to the transport was J = –Dp(z)Vp(Z). Fick’s law, J = –DVp(Z) was demonstratedto be incorrect locally

for cases where an external field is present and globally for a case of nonideal uphill diffusion.

Given the efficiency of transport-DFT calculations, this new transport-DFT approach may

powerful addition to the tools available for studying molecular steady state transport and its

complex surface phenomena such as capillary condensation, wetting, and ion channel transport.

Finally we have begun application of the trzmsport-DFT approach to ion channel proteins.

provide a

effects on

We have

developed a variety of l-dimensional and 3-dimensional model test systems. Calculations that rely on

atomistic representationsof the ion channelproteins are a primary focus for FYOOwork.

V. APPENDIX

In the nonlocal DFT of Rosenfeld [19], the hard sphere free energy density, Q, was derived from scaled

particle theory in terms of the nonlocal densities,& These nonlocal densitiesare
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(17)

(7)where the summation is taken over the species, a. The weight functions, w~ , are

w$? (r)= @(r – l?.)

w~l (r) = 47rR&w$) (r) = 47rR~wf) (r) = d(r – lie)

W)(~) = (r/r)6(~ – Ra)W$V2)(r) = 47rRawa (18)

where the r indicates a vector. These weight functions are based on the geometry of the fluid particles as

@ is the step function, d is the Dirac delta function, and R is the radius of a particle. Thus the integrals

over weight functions are related to the volume, surface area, and radius of the particle. Note that Wvl

and WV2are vectors, and so the hard sphere free energy density is a sum of scalar and vector contributions,

@ = Q. +@V, with
--

+* =
1 P;–j%ln(l – p3) + * + —

l–p3 24T (1– P3)2
WI “PV2 1 pz(pvz. 7V2)

@o=– –—
1–/53 87r (1 – ~3)2 “

(19)
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